Twin Pines
Activity Kit
We hope our second “Packet of Fun”
will keep you entertained while we all
stay safe at home.

“Enhancing the quality of life for the community.”
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SHELTER IN PLACE TIPS
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LAUGHTER IS THE BEST MEDICINE

“Prediction: There will be a
minor baby boom in 9 months,
and then one day in 2033, we
shall witness the rise of
THE QUARANTEENS.”
-Anonymous

“Day 2 Without Sports:
Found a woman sitting on my
couch yesterday. Apparently
she’s my wife. She seems
nice.”
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Actin, adieu, antic, audio, audit, canid, cited, coati, cutie, dicot, dicta, edict, induce, nicad, tenia, tonic, tunic, unite, untie, action, atonic,
auntie, coined, detain, induce, induct, notice, united, untied, aconite, auction, caution, conduit, noctuid, noticed. 9-letter word: education.

How many words can you make from the letters in the wheel? Each Word must contain
the ‘hub’ letter I. Can you find a 9-letter word? Can you find at least 20 other words of
five letters or more, avoiding proper nouns?

HUB WORDS GAME

TRIVIA TIDBITS
Java...Cup o’ Joe...Brew… However you state it, there’s nothing like a fresh, hot cup of coffee to start your day! Coffee is more than just a drink– it’s a social and cultural phenomenon! How much do you know about coffee? Test your
trivia skills with this quiz.
1. The name cappuccino comes from:
A) The drink's resemblance to the brown cowls worn
by Capuchin monks
B) The similarity in color to the fur of Capuchin monkeys
C) The Italian puccino, meaning "light brown one"
D) The size of the cup in which it's commonly served

8. How many U.S. states produce coffee?
A) 0
B) 2
C) 4
D) 10

2. Espresso literally means:
A) Speed it up
B) To go
C) Forced out
D) Black and intense
3.Coffee was the first food to be:
A) Shipped from Europe to the New World
B) Freeze-dried
C) Used in Aztec religious ceremonies
D) Roasted and ground for drinking
4. One third of the world’s coffee is produced by:
A) Vietnam
B) Columbia
C) Turkey
D) Brazil
5. Kopi Luwak, the world’s most expensive coffee (up
to $600 per pound), is:
A) Processed during a full moon
B) Brewed only with solid gold pots
C) Made from coffee beans eaten then excreted by a
Sumatran wild cat
D) Grown at a higher altitude tan any other bean
6. Arabica varieties such as Java and Mocha are
named after:
A) The plantations where they’re grown
B) The coffee grower who developed that variety
C) Their predominant flavorings
D) Their ports of origin

9. Which country has the biggest coffee drinkers per
person?
A) USA
B) Italy
C) Finland
D) France
10. How many different ways could you customize
your coffee at Dunkin’ Donuts?
A) 25
B) 250
C) 2,500
D) 25,000

11. Coffee beans are not really beans.
A. True
B. False
12. Which has more caffeine?
A. Light roast
B. Dark roast
13. Who is the most well-known coffee-loving musician?
A. Mozart
B. Beethoven
C. John Lennon
D. Elvis Presley

Trivia Answers: 1. (A). The word comes from the resemblance of the drink to the clothing of the
Capuchin monks. 2. (C) In Italian, the word literally means “when something is forced out”. 3. (B)
Coffee was the first food to be freeze-dried. 4. (D) Brazil, a position it’s held for 166 years. Vietnam is
2nd, followed by Columbia, Indonesia, Ethiopia, India, Honduras, Uganda, Mexico, and Guatemala. 5.
(C) Yes, it’s the beans excreted by a Sumatran wild cat! 6. (D) After ports of origin 7. (D) 140 liters,
about half a bathtub of rainwater or irrigation. 8. (B) Hawaii has optimal temperature being close to
the equator, and makes the famous “Kona Coffee”. Recently, California started getting into premium
coffee production. 9. C) An average adult Finn goes through 27lbs of coffee per year, while Americans
only go through a measly 11. 10. (D) 25,000. Yes, they did the math. 11. (A) True. They are actuallyl
the pit of the coffee berry. 12. (A) The roasting process breaks down and burns off the caffeine 13. (B)
Beethoven. He insisted on always using 60 beans per brew.

Read more
fascinating
facts about
Coffee in the
next page!

7. How much water do you need to grow enough
beans to produce 1 cup of coffee?
A) 4 liters
B) 40 liters
C) 100 liters
D) 140 liters
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DID YOU KNOW? More Coffee Facts
•

There’s a Spa and Resort in Hakone, Japan that has a pool of coffee that guests can bathe in.

•

The Grand Cafe, a cocktail bar in Oxford, now occupies the site where England’s first coffeehouse was
established in 1652. Within 25 years, England had 3,000 coffeehouses. Then, a paranoid King Charles II
banned them.

•

Coffee has been banned many, many times. Mecca banned coffee in the 16th century because they believed it inspired radicals. Nevertheless, Catholic clergy viewed it as a Muslim drink (Satanic, in their
view) and asked Pope Clement VIII to ban it. The pope tried it, and liked it so much he had it baptized,
jumpstarting its popularity in the Christian world. In 1675, King Charles II of England banned coffeehouses because he believed people gathered there to plot against him. The idea wasn’t so far-fetched:
both the American and French revolutions were plotted in coffeehouses.

• From 1987 to 2007, Starbucks opened an average of 2 stores per day.
•

The CIA has it’s own Starbucks. This Starbucks in Langley, Virginia, might be the only one in America
where baristas never write their customers’ names on their cups. When you work for the CIA, sometimes
you want to go where nobody knows your name.

•

The part of Ethiopia where wild coffee originated was called the Kingdom of Kaffa from the 14th century
onward. That may be where the drink gets its name. Another theory says that the Arabians who first popularized coffee named it qahwah after one of their ancient drinks that was similar to
wine. Qahwah became kahve in Turkish, then koffie in Dutch, and finally coffee in English

•

Black Ivory coffee, the world’s 2nd most expensive coffee, costs more than $500 per pound, or $50 per
cup. The beans are sourced from the poop of elephants in Thailand, after they’ve eaten coffee cherries
and excreted the pits. The elephants’ digestive enzymes are said to transform the compounds in the
beans. It’s not a new concept—for many years, Kopi Luwak coffee sourced from the feces of civets was
regarded as the world’s priciest.

•

In 1732, composer Johann Sebastian Bach wrote a comic opera called Coffee Cantata about a coffeecrazy young woman whose father tries to come between her and her coffee.

•

A tea tax imposed by the British government in 1773 not only led to a raid on tea ships in Boston Harbor
and the American Revolution, it also paved the way for coffee. During and after the revolution, many
Americans considered drinking tea to be unpatriotic and switched to coffee. Many never went back. Today, the U.S. consumes more coffee than any country in the world.

•

A UK company called bio-bean partnered with Shell on a project to turn coffee grounds into biodiesel.
The fuel worked without any modifications to the buses. Bio-bean now makes “coffee logs” out of recycled coffee grounds, for use in fireplaces and wood stoves.

•

Novelist and playwright Honoré de Balzac is said to have ground coffee beans and ingested them directly to fuel his writing.

•

The earliest documented evidence of coffee drinking comes from Sufi monasteries in Yemen, at the bottom of the Arabian península, from the 15th century.

•

In the early days of coffee, Yemen and Indonesia were the two regions that grew most of it. Ships would
collect beans from the port of Mokha in Yemen, and the port of Java on the island of the same name in
Indonesia, all on the same trip. While the chocolatey drink we now call mocha takes its name from the
Yemeni port, Mocha Java is actually just regular coffee made from a blend of Yemeni and Indonesian
beans.
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WORD LADDER
Ready for a challenge? A Word Ladder is a sequence of words formed by
changing just one letter. You can find the clues to the next word outside the
ladder.
Example:
Start
CAT
Clue:

Now you try:

TIGER

COT

To sleep on

DOT

A spot

DOG

Man’s best friend

Clues:
Measuring device
Multiplication
Becomes weary
Fathers
Blains
Varieties
Garrisons
Strong suit
Counterfeit

Deep ravine
Shrub
HORSE
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1. Tinkerbell
2. Sweet
3. Who tooted?
4. Stop texting
5. Plates
6. Late as usual
7. Little guy
8. Gee, you’re slow
9. I hate y’all
10. Vanity Plate
11. Pee before we go
12. Oh, you ate one too
(Also name of Van
Halen record)

13. Gold digger
14. Riddiculus (from
Harry Potter)

license plates
and figure
out what
they mean.
Beep beep!
You’re not
too close to
read these

LICENSE PLATE TRIVIA
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Answers: 1) The Notebook 2) Charlie & The Chocolate Factory 3) Titanic 4) Four Weddings & A Funeral 5) Wizard of Oz 6)
The Sound of Music 7) 7 Brides for 7 Brothers 8) Planes, Trains & Automobiles 9) Roxanne

GUESS THE MOVIE

